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Abstrat
In this paper we study a two-step version of EPR-B experiment, the
Bohm version of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment. Its theoretial
resolution in spae and time enables us to refute the lassi "impossibility"
to deompose a pair of entangled atoms into two distint states, one for
eah atom. We propose a new ausal interpretation of the EPR-B exper-
iment where eah atom has a position and a spin while the singlet wave
funtion veries the two-body Pauli equation. In onlusion we suggest
a physial explanation of non-loal inuenes, ompatible with Einstein's
point of view on relativity.
keywords: EPR-B - ausal interpretation - entangled atoms - two-body
Pauli equation - singlet state
1 Introdution
The nonseparability is one of the most puzzling aspets of quantum mehanis.
For over thirty years, the EPR-B, the spin version proposed by Bohm [5, 6℄ of the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment [1℄, the Bell theorem [2℄ and the BCHSH
inequalities [2, 3, 4℄ have been at the heart of the debate on hidden variables
and non-loality; but hitherto the preise nature of the physial proess that lies
behind the "non-loal" orrelations in the spins of the partiles has remained
unlear.
Many experiments sine Bell's paper have demonstrated violations of these
inequalities and have vindiated quantum theory [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17℄. The rst one was done with pairs of entangled photons and learly
violate Bell's inequality [10, 11, 12, 13℄. Entangled protons have also been
studied in an early experiment [9℄. The generation of EPR pairs of massive
atoms instead of massless photons has been onsidered [14, 15℄; it also shows
experimental violation of Bell's inequality with eient detetion [15℄.
In a new experiment, Zeilinger and all [26℄ measure previously untested
orrelations between two entangled photons, they show that these orrelations
violate an inequality proposed by Leggett for non-loal realisti theories [25℄.
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Figure 1: Shemati onguration of EPR-B experiment.
The usual onlusion of these experiments is to rejet the non-loal realism
beause the impossibility to deompose a pair of entangled atoms into two states,
one for eah atom.
In this paper we show, on the EPR-B experiment, that this deomposition
is possible: a ausal interpretation exists where eah atom has a position and a
spin while the singlet wave funtion veries the two-body Pauli equation.
To demonstrate this; we onsider a two-step version of EPR-B experiment
and we use an analyti expression of the wave funtion and the probability
density. The expliit solution is obtained via a omplete integration of the
two-body Pauli equation over time and spae.
A rst ausal interpretation of EPR-B experiment was proposed in 1987 by
Dewdney, Holland and Kyprianidis [21, 22℄. This interpretation had a aw: the
spin of eah partile depends diretly on the singlet wave funtion, and so the
spin module of eah partile varied during the experiment from 0 to
~
2 .
The expliit solution in terms of two-body Pauli spinors and the probability
density for the two steps of the EPR-B experiment are presented in setion
2. The solution in spae and time shows how it is possible to dedue tests on
the spatial quantization of partiles, similar to those of the Stern and Gerlah
experiment.
In setion 3, we provide a realisti explanation of the entangled states and
a method to desentangle the wave funtion of the two partiles.
The resolution in spae of the equation Pauli is essential: it enables the
spatial quantization in setion 2 and explains determinism and desentangling in
setion 3.
In onlusion we propose a physial explanation of non-loal inuenes, om-
patible with Einstein's point of view on relativity.
2 Simulation and tests of EPR-B experiment in
two steps
Fig.1 presents the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm experiment. A soure S re-
ated in O pairs of idential atoms A and B, but with opposite spins. The atoms
A and B split following 0y axis in opposite diretions, and head towards two
idential Stern-Gerlah apparatus A and B.
The eletromagnet A "measures" the A spin in the diretion of the Oz-axis
and the eletromagnet B "measures" the B spin in the diretion of the Oz'-axis,
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whih is obtained after a rotation of an angle δ around the Oy-axis.
We further onsider that atoms A and B may be represented by Gaussian
wave pakets in x and z. We note r = (x, z). The initial wave funtion of the
entangled state is the singlet state:
Ψ0(rA, rB) =
1√
2
f(rA)f(rB)(|+A〉|−B〉 − |−A〉|+B〉) (1)
where f(r) = (2piσ20)
−
1
2 e
−
x2+z2
4σ2
0
and where |±A〉 (|±B〉) are the eigenvetors of
the spin operators ŝzA (ŝzB ) in the z-diretion pertaining to partiule A (B):
ŝzA |±A〉 = ±(~2 )|±A〉 (ŝzB |±B〉 = ±(~2 )|±B〉). We treat lassially dependene
with y: speed −vy for A and vy for B.
The wave funtion Ψ(rA, rB , t) of the two idential partiles A and B, ele-
trially neutral and with magneti moments µ0, subjet to magneti elds B
A
and B
B
, admits in the basis |±A〉 and |±B〉 4 omponents Ψa,b(rA, rB , t) and
veries the two-body Pauli equation [24℄ p. 417:
i~
∂Ψa,b
∂t
=
(
− ~
2
2m
∆A − ~
2
2m
∆B
)
Ψa,b + µBAj (σj)
a
cΨ
c,b + µBBj (σj)
b
dΨ
a,d
(2)
with the initial onditions:
Ψa,b(rA, rB, 0) = Ψ
a,b
0 (rA, rB) (3)
where the σj are the Pauli matrixes and where the Ψ
a,b
0 (rA, rB) orrespond to
the singlet state (1).
We take as numerial values those of the Stern-Gerlah experiment with
silver atoms [18, 19℄. For a silver atom, one has m = 1, 8× 10−25 kg, vy = 500
m/s , σ0=10
−4
m. For the eletromagneti eld B, Bx = B
′
0x; By = 0 and
Bz = B0 − B′0z with B0 = 5 Tesla, B′0 =
∣∣∂B
∂z
∣∣ = − ∣∣∂B∂x ∣∣ = 103 Tesla/m over a
length ∆l = 1 cm. The sreen that interepts atoms is at a distane D = 20 cm
(time t1 =
D
vy
= 4× 10−4s) from the exit of the magneti eld.
One of the diulties of the interpretation of the EPR-B experiment is the
existene of two simultaneous measurements. By doing these measurements one
after the other, the interpretation of the experiment will be failitated. That is
the purpose of the two-step version of the experiment EPR-B studied below.
2.1 First step: Measurement of A spin and position of B
In the rst step we make, on a ouple of partiles A and B in a singlet state, a
Stern and Gerlah "measurement" for atom A, and for atom B a mere impat
measurement on a sreen.
It is the experiment rst proposed in 1987 by Dewdney, Holland and Kypri-
anidis [21℄.
Consider that at time t0 the partile A arrives at the entrane of eletro-
magnet A. △t is the rossing duration of eletromagnet A and t is the time
after the A exit. The wave funtion an be alulated, from the wave funtion
(1), term to term in basis [|±A〉, |±B〉℄. After this exit of the magneti eld A,
at time t0 +△t+ t, the wave funtion (1) beomes [19℄:
Ψ(rA, rB, t0 +△t+ t) = 1√
2
f(rB) (4)
× (f+(rA, t)|+A〉|−B〉 − f−(rA, t)|−A〉|+B〉)
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with
f±(r, t) ≃ f(x, z ∓ z△ ∓ ut)ei(
±muz
~
+ϕ±(t))
(5)
and
∆t =
∆l
vy
= 2× 10−5s, z∆ = µ0B
′
0(∆t)
2
2m
= 10−5m,
u =
µ0B
′
0(∆t)
m
= 1m/s. (6)
The atomi density ρ(zA, zB, t0+∆t+ t) is found by integrating Ψ
∗(rA, rB, t0+
△t+ t)Ψ(rA, rB, t0 +△t+ t) on xA and xB:
ρ(zA, zB, t0 +∆t+ t) =
(
(2piσ20)
− 12 e
−
(zB)
2
2σ2
0
)
(7)
×
(
(2piσ20)
−
1
2
1
2
(
e
−
(zA−z∆−ut)
2
2σ2
0 + e
−
(zA+z∆+ut)
2
2σ2
0
))
.
We dedue that the beam of partiles A is divided into two, while the B
beam of partile stays one. This result an easily be tested experimentally.
Moreover, we note that the spae quantization of partile A is idential to
that of an untangled partile in a Stern and Gerlah apparatus: the distane
δz = 2(z∆ + ut) between the two spots N
+
(spin +) and N− (spin −) of a
family of partile A is the same as the distane between the two spots N+ and
N− of a partile in a lassi Stern and Gerlah experiment [19℄. This result an
easily be tested experimentally.
We nally dedue from (7) that:
• the density of A is the same, whether partile A is entangled with B or
not,
• the density of B is not aeted by the "measurement" of A.
These two preditions of quantum mehanis an be tested. Only spins are
involved. We onlude from (4) that the spins of A and B remain opposite
throughout the experiment.
2.2 Seond step: "Measurement" of A spin, then of B
spin.
The seond step is a ontinuation of the rst and results in realizing the EPR-B
experiment in two steps.
On a ouple of partiles A and B in a singlet state, rst we made a Stern
and Gerlah "measurement" on the A atom between t0 and t0 +△t+ t1, then
a Stern and Gerlah "measurement" on the B atom with an eletromagnet B
forming an angle δ with A between t0 +△t+ t1 and t0 + 2(△t+ t1).
Beyond the exit of magneti eld A, at time t0+△t+t1, the wave funtion is
given by (4). Immediately after the "measurement" of A, still at time t0+△t+t1,
if the A measurement is ±, the onditionnal wave funtions of B are:
ΨB/±A(rB, t0 +△t+ t1) = f(rB)|∓B〉. (8)
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To measure B, we refer to the basis |±′B〉 where |±′B〉 are the eigenvetors of
the spin operators ŝz′
B
in the z'-diretion pertaining to partiule B. We note
r
′ = (x′, z′). So, after the measurement of B, at time t0 + 2(△t + t1) the
onditional wave funtions of B are:
ΨB/+A(r
′
B, t0 + 2(△t+ t1)) = cos
δ
2
f+(r′B, t1)|+′B〉+ sin
δ
2
f−(r′B, t1)|−′B〉, (9)
ΨB/−A(r
′
B, t0 + 2(△t+ t1)) = − sin
δ
2
f+(r′B, t1)|+′B〉+ cos
δ
2
f−(r′B, t1)|−′B〉. (10)
We therefore obtain, in this two steps version of the EPR-B experiment, the
same results for spatial quantization and orrelations of spins as in the EPR-B
experiment.
3 Causal interpretation of the EPR-B experiment
We assume, at moment of the reation of the two entangled partiles A and B,
that eah of the two partiles A and B has an initial wave funtionΨA0 (rA, θ
A
0 , ϕ
A
0 )
and ΨB0 (rB, θ
B
0 , ϕ
B
0 ) with spinors whih are opposite spins; for example
ΨA0 (rA, θ
A
0 , ϕ
A
0 ) = f(rA)
(
cos
θA0
2 |+A〉+ sin
θA0
2 e
iϕA0 |−A〉
)
and
ΨB0 (rB, θ
B
0 , ϕ
B
0 ) = f(rB)
(
cos
θB0
2 |+B〉+ sin
θB0
2 e
iϕB0 |−B〉
)
with θB0 = pi−θA0 and
ϕB0 = ϕ
A
0 − pi.
Then the Pauli priniple tells us that the two-body wave funtion must be
antisymmetri; after alulation we nd:
Ψ0(rA, θ
A, ϕA, rB, θ
B , ϕB) = −eiϕAf(rA)f(rB)× (|+A〉|−B〉 − |−A〉|+B〉)
whih is the same as the singlet state, fator wise (1).
Thus, we an onsider that the singlet wave funtion is the wave funtion of
a family of two fermions A and B with opposite spins: diretion of initial spin
A and B exist, but is not known. It is a loal hidden variable whih is therefore
neessary to add in the initial onditions of the model.
This is not the interpretation followed by the shool of Bohm [21, 22, 24, 23℄
in the interpretation of the singlet wave funtion; they suppose, for example, a
zero spin for eah of partiles A and B at the initial time.
It remains to determine the wave funtion and the trajetories of partiles
A and B: from the entangled wave funtion, initial spins and initial positions of
eah partile.
We assume therefore that the intial position of the partile A is known
(xA0 , y
A
0 = 0, z
A
0 ) as well as the partile B (x
B
0 = x
A
0 ,y
B
0 = y
A
0 = 0,z
B
0 = z
A
0 ).
3.1 Step 1: Measurement of A spin and position of B
Equation (4) shows that the spins of A and B remain opposite throughout step
1. Equation (7) shows that the densities of A and B are independent; for A
equal to the density of a family of free partiles in a lassial Stern Gerlah
apparatus, whose initial spin orientation has been randomly hosen; for B equal
to the density of a family of free partiles.
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The spin of a partile A is orientated gradually following the position of the
partile in its wave into a spin + or −. The spin of partile B follows that of A,
while remaining opposite.
In the equation (4) partile A an be onsiderd independent of B. We an
therefore give it the wave funtion
ΨA(rA, t0 +△t+ t) = cos θ
A
0
2
f+(rA, t)|+A〉+ sin θ
A
0
2
eiϕ
A
0 f−(rA, t)|−A〉 (11)
whih is that of a free partile in a Stern Gerlah apparatus and whose initial
spin is given by (θA0 , ϕ
A
0 ).
In de Broglie interpretation [23℄, partile veloity is proportional to the gradi-
ent of the wave funtion phase. See ompute exemples for Young experiment [20℄
and Stern-Gerlah experiment [19℄. So, the equation of its trajetory is given
by the following dierential equations: in the interval [t0, t0 +∆t]:
dzA
dt
=
µ0B
′
0t
m
cosθ(zA, t)
with tan
θ(zA, t)
2
= tan
θ0
2
e
−
µ0B
′
0t
2zA
2mσ2
0
(12)
with the initial ondition zA(t0) = z
A
0 ; and in the interval t0 +∆t+ t (t ≥ 0):
dzA
dt
= u
tanh( (z∆+ut)zA
σ20
) + cos θ0
1 + tanh( (z∆+ut)zA
σ20
) cos θ0
et tan
θ(zA(t), t)
2
= tan
θ0
2
e
−
(z∆+ut)zA
σ2
0 . (13)
θ(zA(t), t) desribes the evolution of the orientation of spin A.
The ase of partile B is dierent. B follows a retilinear trajetory with
yB(t) = vyt, zB(t) = z
B
0 and xB(t) = x
B
0 . By ontrast, the orientation of its
spin moves and it was θB(t) = pi − θ(zA(t), t) and ϕB(t) = ϕ(zA(t), t)− pi.
We an then assoiate the wave funtion:
ΨB(rB , t0 +△t+ t) = f(rB)
(
cos
θB(t)
2
|+B〉+ sin θ
B(t)
2
eiϕ
B(t)|−B〉
)
. (14)
This wave funtion is spei, beause it depends upon initial onditions of A
(positions and spins). The orientation of spin of the partile B is driven by the
partile A through the singlet wave funtion. Thus, the singlet wave funtion is
the atual non-loal hidden variable.
Figure 2 presents a plot in the (z, y) plane the trajetories of a set of 5 pairs
of entangled atoms whose initial harateristis (θA0 = pi − θB0 , zA0 = zB0 ) have
been randomly hosen. The trajetories will therefore depend on both the initial
position z0 and the initial spin orientation θ0. Sine the spin initial orientation
are dierent, trajetories of the A partiles may interset.
3.2 Step 2: "Measurement" of A spin, and then B spin
Until time t0 + △t + t1, we are in the ase of step 1. Immediately after the
"measurement" of A at the time t0 + ∆t + t1, if the A measurement is ±, the
onditional wave funtion of B is given by (8).
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Figure 2: Five pairs of trajetories of entangled partiles. Arrows represent the
spin orientation (θ).
Then partile B is in position (xB0 , z
B
0 ).
We are exatly in the ase of a partile in a Stern and Gerlah magnet B
whih is an angle δ with A.
To measure the spin of B, we refer to the basis |±′B〉. So, after the measure-
ment of B, at time t0+2(△t+ t1), the onditional wave funtions of B are given
by (9) and (10), and we nd again the quantum orrelations.
4 Conlusion
From the wave funtion of two entangled partiles, we have determined spins,
trajetories and also a wave funtion for eah of the two partiles.
In this interpretation, the quantum partile has a loal position like a las-
sial partile, but it has also a non loal behaviour through the wave funtion.
Indeed the wave funtion is not separable and non-loal. Beause in the Broglie-
Bohm interpretation the wave funtion pilots the partile, it also reates the non
separability of two entangled partiles.
As we saw in step 1, the non-loal inuene in the EPR-B experiment
only onerns the spin orientation, and not the motion of the partiles
themselves. This is a key point in the searh of a physial explanation of non-
loal inuene.
The simplest explanation (Okham's razor) of this nonloal inuene is to
reintrodue the existene of a spae having ertain properties related to the
ation at a distane, that is a kind of ether, but a new form of ether given by
Lorentz-Poinaré and then by Einstein in 1920. Einstein said [27℄:
"But on the other hand there is a weighty argument to be addued in favour of
the ether hypothesis. To deny the ether is ultimately to assume that empty spae
has no physial qualities whatever. The fundamental fats of mehanis do not
harmonize with this view. For the mehanial behaviour of a orporeal system
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hovering freely in empty spae depends not only on relative positions (distanes)
and relative veloities, but also on its state of rotation, whih physially
may be taken as a harateristi not appertaining to the system in itself. In
order to be able to look upon the rotation of the system, at least formally, as
something real, Newton objetivises spae. Sine he lasses his absolute spae
together with real things, for him rotation relative to an absolute spae is also
something real. Newton might no less well have alled his absolute spae "Ether";
what is essential is merely that besides observable objets, another
thing, whih is not pereptible, inust be looked upon as real, to enable
aeleration or rotation to be looked upon as something real.[...℄
Reapitulating, we may say that aording to the general theory of rel-
ativity spae is endowed with physial qualities; in this sense, there-
fore, there exists an ether. Aording to the general theory of relativity
spae without ether is unthinkable; for in suh spae there not only would
be no propagation of light, but also no possibility of existene for standards of
spae and time (measuring-rods and loks), nor therefore any spae-time inter-
vals in the physial sense. But this ether may not be thought of as endowed with
the quality harateristi of ponderable inedia, as onsisting of parts whih may
be traked through time. The idea of motion may not be applied to it."
Taking into aount the new experiments, espeially Aspet's experiments,
Popper [28℄ (p. XVIII) defends a similar view in 1982 :
"I feel not quite onvined that the experiments are orretly interpreted; but
if they are, we just have to aept ation at a distane. I think (with J.P. Vigier)
that this would of ourse be very important, but I do not for a moment think
that it would shake, or even touh, realism. Newton and Lorentz were realists
and aepted ation at a distane; and Aspet's experiments would be the rst
ruial experiment between Lorentz's and Einstein's interpretation of the Lorentz
transformations."
Lastly, let us notie the great dierene between EPR and EPR-B experi-
ments. The spin onneted to the rotation of spae-time seems to be the ause of
the instantaneous ation at a distane in experiment EPR-B. It is thus possible
that there is not instantaneous ation at a distane in original experiene EPR.
And in this ase, Einstein was right. It is the proposal of Popper [28℄ p.25: "
I mays perhaps mention here some of the dierenes between the original EPR
argument and Bohm'version of it. These dierenes relate to the distintion of
two kinds of quantum mehanial state preparations." [...℄ "Indeed, it is possible
that the Bohm-Bell experiment deides for ation at a distane , and therefore
against speial relativity theory, whereas the original EPR arguments does not."
The new experiments of non-loality have therefore a great im-
portane, not to eliminate realism and determinism, but as Popper said, to
rehabilitate the existene of a ertain type of ether, like Lorentz's ether
and like Einstein's ether in 1920.
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